RICHARD LUSCOMBE
A SECURITY MANAGER with experience gained from five years employment within
retail security, two years in event security management, following service with the
Humberside and MOD Police
KEY SKILLS




Security Management
Threat and Risk Assessments
Leadership and Management

Security Manager, G4S Secure Solutions
Jul 12 - Present
Security management of the Olympic Aquatics Centre in Stratford, providing safety and
security for athletes, officials, media and spectators with a capacity up to 17,000.
Key Tasks
 Daily liaison with the London Organising Committee of the Olympic Games, briefing of
their senior management and working jointly with their operations centre.
 Pre game site visits in order to identify possible areas for safety and security breaches,
subsequently planning and deploying resources in line with the threat.
 Planning, implementing and conducting security for VVIP’s, members of parliament and
royalty.
 Management of seventy personnel through their group and team leaders.
 Completed reports documenting daily activities and irregularities, such as equipment or
property damage, theft, presence of unauthorised persons, or unusual occurrences.
Site Security Manager, G4S Secure Solutions
Feb 10 - Jul 12
Security management of the guard force at the Olympic site conducting asset protection of
the stadia, and providing safety and security to athletes, officials, media and spectators.
Key Tasks
 Conducted security assessments using threat and risk analysis at external locations,
adjusting guarding hours accordingly to ensure security of plant and machinery.
 Provided Bronze Commander incident management in conjunction with the Police.
 Produced and implemented training timetables to ensure the teams were competent in
core security skills and development of advanced techniques.
 Produced monthly reports on the operation for briefing to the hierarchy of G4S.
 Established working relationships with government agencies, emergency services,
corporate partners and the local population.
 Management of shifts, recruitment, personnel discipline and welfare.
 Coordination of the static guard force conducting foot and mobile patrols.
Security Officer, Westgrove Group Ltd
Apr 04 - Jan 10
Security officer at a large retail establishment, providing first line response to security and
medical incidents in conjunction with the emergency services.
Key Tasks
 Incident management for all arising matters and promulgation of subsequent after action
reviews.
 Provided first line response in the event of a medical emergency.
 Complete reports documenting daily activities and irregularities, such as equipment or
property damage, theft, presence of unauthorised persons, or unusual occurrences.
 Operate, monitor and prioritise all security systems located in the control centre.
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Police Officer, Humberside Police
Jan 02 - Apr 04
High profile police patrolling and covert operations, providing a safe and secure environment
for the public, graded as an exceptional officer on appraisal.
Key Tasks
 Police response driver, trained to pursuit standards in response to emergencies.
 Arrest and restraint of personnel using an escalation of force appropriate to the situation.
 Conducting of plain clothes covert operations.
 Conducting high profile patrols in order to deter criminal activity, providing a safe
environment and instilling confidence in the public.
 Providing a quick response to distress calls from members of the public.
 Stopping, searching to gather evidence and arresting of personnel as necessary.
 Initial investigation at crime scenes, collecting evidence, taking witness statements,
liaison with victims and dealing with offenders.
 Scene preservation through confirming information, cordoning and controlling.
 Interviewing of suspects in line with PACE regulations, subsequently compiling reports
for the crown prosecution service.
Authorised Firearms Officer, MOD Police
Jul 07 - Dec 01
Conducted armed guarding and provided a quick reaction force at a nuclear establishment
and associated highly sensitive locations, cleared to government level SECRET.
Key Tasks
 Conducted escorts of high value asset nuclear warheads and components.
 Conducted framework patrols to ensure the integrity of the site and instil confidence in
security and safety for the sites occupants.
 Intelligence gathering on anti war and anti nuclear demonstrators during large scale
protests and organised marches.
 Ensured robust access control procedures were adhered to.
 Wrote reports of daily activities and irregularities, such as equipment or property
damage, theft, presence of unauthorised persons, or unusual occurrences.
PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS AND TRAINING
DV Security Cleared - Government level SECRET.
SIA License - 0831 2689 1254 8596 valid until 23 July 2013.
Close Protection Operator (BTEC Level 3) - Completed with The SOS Group.
FPOS - I Competent in the administering of medical aid to massive trauma injuries or those
suffering from a medical emergency and arranging onward movement to medical facilities.
Police Driver - Competent in the systems of car control, extended and advanced
observation skills, plus tactical driving.
Unarmed Defence Instructor - Competent in the training and instruction of personnel in
baton guns, incapacitating sprays, handcuffs, unarmed combat and conflict management.
Weapons Competency - Live firing close protection and maritime weapons competencies
completed with The SOS Group.
Power Boat (RYA Level 2) - Competent in the skippering of a powerboat, administering its
crew and general daily maintenance.
PERSONAL INFORMATION
Address - 20 The Close, Lincolnshire, LN3 5TG.
Contact Number - +44 (0) 7797861388.
Leisure Pursuits - International traveller, walker, cyclist and all round fitness enthusiast.
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